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Agile Coach

Apply Now

Company: Kitopi Mea

Location: dubai

Category: other-general

The job posting is outdated and position may be filled Responsibilities:• Working with squads on

deliverables• Conduct ongoing evaluations to ensure the effectiveness of Agile programs and

recommends complex and/or highly comprehensive training modifications as necessary•

Identifying processes that can be made more efficient• Drive continuous improvement

through transparency, balance, flow, respect, customer focus, collaboration, and agreement•

Assess the Agile maturity of the squads and coach to higher levels of maturity, at a pace that

is sustainable• Facilitate workshop training on Agile frameworks, competencies, and

methodologies• Coach teams on how to remove complex roadblocks and impediments to

change and delivery• Introducing agile standards that will be used across the organization•

Attend retro meetings with the squads to assist them in implementing and improving their Agile

practices• Training on the agile techniques for PMs (user story mappings/ prioritization/

feasibility assessment)• Coaching on how to work in a more agile/efficient way• Stand up new

teams, including providing interactive Agile and ongoing coaching Disclaimer: Drjobs.ae is only

a platform that connects job seekers and employers. Applicants are advised to conduct

their own independent research into the credentials of the prospective employer.We always

make certain that our clients do not endorse any request for money payments, thus we

advise against sharing any personal or bank-related information with any third party. If you

suspect fraud or malpractice, please contact us via contact us page. Our goal is to make

hiring as easy as possible. We find the right talent for every company, ensuring that each

candidate finds a job they enjoy. Dr.Job FZ LLC provides 360-degree AI-powered recruiting

and job search solutions. If you are looking for a job and haven't found your chance yet, you
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can upload your profile on our website and find thousands of opportunities globally!Our

platform gives you the flexibility you need to thrive in today's market by allowing you to

apply for all different kinds of jobs, whether they are full- or part-time, remote or on-site.
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